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shipping network.
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Calculations: Per Shipment Carbon Emissions
Ware2Go leveraged Pachama’s proprietary carbon calculation tool in order to calculate its carbon 

emissions. Pachama’s tool is well researched and primarily derives its carbon numbers from the 

Environmental Protection Agency,

The EPA uses a  “Carbon Factor” of 0.207 KG per ton-mile for ground trucks and 1.265 KG per ton-mile for 

aircraft for weight-distance based calculations (1).
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Project Summary
Since January 2021, Ware2Go has been offsetting carbon generated from parcel ground, parcel air, 

less-than-truckload, and full truckload shipments within its network through a partnership with 

Pachama. Carbon emissions are calculated from Ware2Go’s shipment level data coupled with industry 

standard formulas primarily developed by Pachama and the EPA. 

Ware2Go will continue to run this analysis on a quarterly basis to calculate the number of carbon 

credits to be purchased each quarter to fully offset all carbon emissions within its network. Pachama 

continually monitors reforestation and preservation efforts to validate carbon credits.



Parcel Ground, Parcel Air, LTL, and FTL 
Shipments

Ware2Go analyzes its shipping performance by its 4 main transportation methods: small parcel 

ground, small parcel air, less-than-truckload (LTL) and full truckload (FTL). These breakouts were 

chosen due to the fundamental differences in the typical shipment profile. Small parcel shipments 

are relatively light while freight shipments are much heavier. In addition, Ware2Go optimizes its 

customer’s shipping networks, so ground shipments generally travel a much shorter distance 

compared to air shipments. 

These differences in shipping profiles result in dramatically different carbon emissions per 

shipment. For example, an air shipment is estimated to produce 6x the carbon of a parcel ground 

shipment while an FTL shipment is estimated to produce over 1,500x the carbon of a single parcel 

shipment. 

Straight line distance was calculated using the haversine distance between the central point of 

latitude and longitude from origin to destination zip code (4). Average Weight was known for parcel 

ground, parcel air, LTL, and most FTL shipments. When the weight of an FTL shipment was 

unknown, a default value of 25,000 pounds was used. This is a heavier estimate of weight than 

typically expected from Ware2Go’s enterprise customers. A breakdown of the 20 most common 

origin-to-destination combinations can be found in Appendix Figure 2.
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Total Carbon Calculations
The  carbon per shipment in metric tonnes was 

calculated by combining Ware2Go’s business 

specific calculations and the Pachama’s estimate 

of carbon emissions using the following formula: 

CO2 (Metric tonnes) = ( Straight Line Distance in 

miles x 1.5) * (Weight in pounds / 2204.62) * Carbon 

Factor (converted to lbs per mile) 

Straight Line Distance x 1.5 = Estimated distance that 

the shipment traveled in miles 

(accounting for route uncertainty)

Weight in pounds / 2204.62 = Average weight in 

metric tonnes 

Carbon Factor = Assumed carbon emissions based 

on vehicle type (reference “Carbon Calculations per 

Shipment”)
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Validation

Ware2Go leveraged a publicly available calculator 

from the CarbonFund.org Foundation (4), a non-

profit organization that assists with carbon 

offsetting and greenhouse gas reduction options 

for individuals, businesses, and organizations, to 

validate our findings.

Overall, Carbon Fund showed comparable 

estimates for carbon emissions compared to 

Ware2Go’s calculations using the Pachama 

formula. For parcel ground shipments in Q1 2021, 

Carbon Fund estimated that Ware2Go produced 

842 tonnes of carbon, whereas Ware2Go 

estimated 828. Similar estimates were obtained 

for the other transportation methods. While the 

source of the discrepancy is unclear, Ware2Go 

maintains that Pachama provides an accurate 

estimate of carbon emissions to offset.
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Assumptions

Straight Line Distance Multiplier
Ware2Go needed to calculate the  distance that a 

shipment traveled to accurately estimate carbon 

emissions using Pachama’s calculator. This actual 

distance a shipment traveled is difficult to 

accurately measure, so Ware2Go estimated this 

distance using the  straight line distance x 1.5. 

This multiplier of 1.5 was used to mirror industry 

standard approaches (3). Ware2Go calculated this 

multiplier as 1.2, but they chose to use 1.5 as a 

more aggressive estimate of driving distance.



Appendix
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Figure 1. Average distance and weight by 
shipment type.

Figure 2: The haversine distance for the most 
common shipping origin and destinations
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